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Pretty Monsters: Stories by Kelly Link was published in 2008 by Viking Juvenile. The collection consists of nine short stories, all featuring an adult category in the same crossover collection to haunt your dreams. BookPage review by Becky Ohlsen. Kelly Link's stories fit into the young adult category, Pretty Monsters, featuring illustrations by Shaun Tan. Just as Pretty Monsters: Stories, Kelly Link, 9780670010905 - Powell's Books Kelly Link broke onto the bigger literary scene with her short story collection Stranger Things Happen, followed by Magic for Beginners. Because of the creativity, Book Review - Pretty Monsters by Kelly Link - Themself 27 May 2009. Pretty Monsters is intended to be a young adult collection of short stories. This is itself is new—there aren't many YA story collections, are there. Pretty Monsters: Stories by Kelly Link — Reviews, Discussion. 13 Oct 2014. Made up of nine short stories, Pretty Monsters dabbles in fantasy, science fiction, and just plain creepiness. Kelly Link is a master of the .